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Introduction
The design and construction of domain specific ontologies and taxonomies requires allocation of huge resources in terms of cost and time. These efforts are human intensive and we need to explore ways of minimizing human involvement and other resources. In the biomedical domain, we seek to leverage resources such as the UMLS®¹ Metathesaurus and NLP-based applications such as MetaMap² in conjunction with statistical clustering techniques, to (partially) automate the process. This is expected to be useful to the team involved in developing MeSH and other biomedical taxonomies to identify gaps in the existing taxonomies, and to be able to quickly bootstrap taxonomy generation for new research areas in biomedical informatics.

Approach
Our approach is illustrated in Figure 1, and has the following major components:

Data Set Preparation: We chose a subset of the MeSH⁴ hierarchy and those abstracts from PubMed that are annotated with descriptors from the chosen subset of the MeSH hierarchy.

Preprocessing: POS tagging, followed by extraction of nouns, adjectives (words and phrases) will be applied to the abstracts.

Indexing: The collection is indexed using SMART⁵ (or LSI), generating document vectors.

Clustering: Initially the whole document set is split into two clusters using K means clustering⁶. Iteratively, a cluster is chosen based on some criteria (e.g., size, intra-cluster variance) and split into two clusters, inducing a new level at each iteration. The intra-cluster variance of each cluster and its centroid is computed.

Taxonomy Extraction: Based on the intra-cluster variance, the taxonomical structure is extracted from the clusters. The centroid vectors of the clusters are mapped to the most significant terms in the document vector to get an initial labeling.

Label Smoothing: Simple NLP techniques like root form analysis and combining adjectives and nouns into phrases are adopted to come up with meaningful labels.

Evaluation
Since we created the data set based on a subset of the MeSH hierarchy, we shall compare the generated taxonomy with the MeSH hierarchy. Evaluation functions based on graph isomorphism techniques shall be designed. We also plan to have our taxonomies evaluated by domain experts.

Discussion
The goal of the Taxonomy Generation project is to design, experiment with and test algorithms for semi-automatic generation of bio-medical taxonomies. Statistical techniques are suitable for unsupervised content-based clustering of documents. NLP techniques such as POS tagging, adjectival modifications and other appropriate approaches might be needed to label the clusters properly. However, most NLP techniques (except tagging and underspecified parsing), though precise are not adaptable across multiple information domains. We propose to develop hybrid algorithms that will combine the best and appropriate features for both the types of technologies. Initially we plan to use domain independent approaches and evaluate the results before we move ahead with domain specific approaches such as using the UMLS Metathesaurus and the SPECIALIST lexicon and tools³.
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